SALT

MAXIMUM
SALTWATER PROTECTION

SPECIFICALLY FORMULATED FOR INHIBITING SALTWATER CORROSION IN ALL MARINE APPLICATIONS

• Cleans and lubricates with no gummy or slippery residue - ideal for challenging marine maintenance jobs.

• Repels moisture using patented water-displacement technology - long-lasting protection for boats, inboard and outboard motors, Jet Skis, trailers and marine fittings.

• Prevents saltwater corrosion and salt creep on motors, electrical systems and all metal surfaces.

• Protects small tools, fishing tackle, knives and everything that comes in contact with saltwater or spray - makes fast work of cleanup too.

SALT is available in several sizes and application formats: 2 oz. and 8 oz. pump spray, 12 oz. aerosol can, wipes, lube pen, and gallon can.
QMaxx SALT for Maximum Saltwater Protection

Boaters, anglers and everyone living on the coast know the destructive power of saltwater to rust and corrode metal. It pits aluminum, corrodes brass and copper and literally eats away at steel and cast iron. QMaxx SALT helps you fight back and reduce costly repairs and replacements.

Apply SALT to clean surface rust and corrosion, lubricate moving parts and create a invisible barrier against future saltwater damage.

Most products on the market are thick and oily. They can trap moisture and dirt under the coating and encourage rust and corrosion. QMaxx SALT is formulated thin to penetrate deep into crevices, threads and pores in metal, then bond with metal to form a powerful barrier against rust and corrosion.

SALT flashes off quickly to leave a dry, non-tacky protective barrier that stops rust, the green monster of corrosion and salt creep longer.

Fights winter road salt damage too.

Why QMaxx Patented Technology Works Better

Our patented water-displacement technology breaks the rust cycle: QMaxx is heavier than water to displace moisture and push even standing water away from treated surfaces.

It forms a powerful intermolecular bond with metal atoms on contact to create an invisible barrier against rust, corrosion and debris.

QMaxx is thin by design to penetrate every pit, pore and crevice and facilitate molecular bonding. There’s no oily coating to trap moisture and debris and lead to increased corrosion over time.

Use QMaxx Everywhere You Need Protection

- Ocean-going boats
- Aluminum hulls
- Inboard motors
- Outboard motors
- Inboard engines
- Vehicles
- Trailers
- Fishing tackle
- Marine fittings
- Aluminum boat trim
- Knives
- Tools
- Machinery
- Marine electronics

Protect your investment with QMaxx

Contact

Available in: 2 oz. and 8 oz. pump, 12 oz. aerosol can, wipes, lube pen, and gallon can